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ABSTRACT

It is proved that a well known fixed point iteration scheme which has been used for ap-
proximating solutions of certain nonlinear demidosed monotone-type operator equations in Hilbert
spaces remains applicable in real Banach spaces with property (U, a, m + 1, m). These Banach
spaces include the Lp-spaces, p £ [ 2, <x>). An application of our results to the approximation of a
solution of a certain linear operator equation in this general setting is also given.
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Suppose K is a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H and T is a nonlinear
mapping of K into itself. The mapping T is said to be monotone if (Tx — Ty, x — y) > 0 for all
x, y e K and is called quasi-nonexpansive if F(T) 4 8 and | | r s - s*]| < | | i - x' | | for all x 6 K
and i* € F{T), where F{T) = {x e K : Tx = i } . The mapping T is called demidosed at 0 in
K if whenever {a:B}™o is a sequence in K which converges weakly to x and (Ta;n}™0 converges
strongly to zero then Tx = 0 (see e.g. [10]). In [10], Maruster studied the convergence (to a fixed
point of T) of the sequence of Mann iterates (see e.g., [8]) denned by

n > 0 (1)

where cn € R, under the basic assumptions that (I — T) is demidosed at 0 6 K and T satisfies
condition (*), where the mapping T is said to satisfy condition (*) if F(T) <f 0 and if there exists
a real number X such that

(x _ Tx, x - x*) > \\\x - Tx\\2 (2)
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We remark immediately tht if T is quasi-nonexpansive, then (2) is satisfied with \ = \.
Several authors have studied various nonlinear operators which have been proved to be quasi-
nonexpansive operators (see eg. [14] for details).

In [10], Maruster obtained, in real Hitbert spaces, weak and strong convergence results
using the iterative scheme (1) for operators satisfying (2). He also applied his results to the approx-
imation of a solution of a linear operator equation.

His results generalize a known result of W.G. Dotson [8] which, in turn, is a generaliza-
tion of a theorem of H. Schaefer [15]. In [6], the author extended these results of Maruster to real
Banach spaces satisfying a Lindenstrauss smoothness condition and admitting a weakly sequen-
tially continuous duality map.

It is known that among all Banach spaces the Hilbert spaces are the ones with the best
"geometric structures". The reason for saying this is that certain geometric properties which char-
acterize Hilbert spaces (e.g. the parallelogram law; the polarization identity; the fact that theprox-
imity map in Hilbert spaces is Lipschitz with constant 1) make problems posed in Hilbert spaces
comparatively straightforward and relatively easy to solve. In several applications, however, many
problems fall naturally in Banach spaces more general than Hilbert spaces. Consequently, there
are now considerable research efforts to find Banach spaces which are nearest to Hilbert spaces
in the sense that their geometric structure can be characterized with relations similar to those that
characterize Hilbert spaces. Several results have been obtained in this direction (see e.g. [4], [5-7],
[9], [11], [13], [16], [17], [18], [19]).

Recently, JUrgen Schu [16] considered the problem of approximating fixed points of cer-
tain nonlinear mappings in Banach spaces with property (U, a, m + 1, m) (defined below). These
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Banach spaces which have also been studied by various authors (see e.g. the references in (16J)
include the Lp (and £p) spaces p > 2. In [16], Schu extended a result of the author [7] on the
approximation of fixed points of Lipschitz strictly pseudocontractive mappings from Lp (or £p)
spaces, p ^ 2, to real Banach spaces with property (U, a, m + l,m).

It is our purpose in this paper to extend the results of Maruster [10] from Hilbert spaces
to the more general real Banach spaces with property (U, a, m + 1, m). We shall also give an
application of our results to the approximation of solutions of a certain class of linear operator
equations in this more general setting.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In the sequel we shall need the following concepts: Following [16], let (E,\\ • j|) be a
normed space; a > 0; 0 e R. (E,j| • ||) is said to have property (U, S, a, 0) iff

foralli.y € E. It is known (see e.g. [16]) that Lp (and £p) spaces, p > 2 are examples of Banach
spaces with property (U, 6, a, p) with fi = p - l , o i = 2 , / 3 = l

For a Banach space E we shall denote by / the duality mapping from E to 2 B' given by

where E' denotes the dual space of E and {-, •) denotes the generalized duality pairing.

In his study of iterative approximations of fixed points of strongly pseudocontractive
mappings in Banach spaces with property (U, a, m + 1, m); a > 0, m 6 IN, JUrgen Schu proved
the following lemma:

Lemma ((16]). Let (£ , J| < j|) be a normed space with proeprty (U,a,m + l , m ) ; a 6 R + ;
m 6 IN. Then

Hx + i , i r ' < Ml""1 + ( ^ r r j ) IMI"*1 + ( m + DIMI""1* v). O)

for all x, y € Bandu € JE(X) where JE(X) is the duality map from E to2£*.

Using this Lemma, Schu [16] extended a result of the author [7] on the approximation of
fixed points of strongly pseudo-contractive Lipschitz maps from Lp spaces, p > 2 to real Banach
spaces with property (U, a, m + 1, m)

A Banach space E will be called an Opiat space if for all sequences {xn}^.Q in E such
that {a;B}^o converges weakly to some x" in E the inequality

Urn inf ||xn - y\\ > lim inf ||xB - x*\\
ft—lOO B-^»C0

holds for all y j x*. Every Hilbert space is an Opial space. In fact, for any normed linear space
E, the exis:ence of a weakly continuous duality map implies E is an Opial space. In particular, Ep
spaces,. 1 < p < oo, are Opial spaces (see e.g. [12]).

3. MAIN RESULTS

For the rest of this paper, E will denote a real Banach space with property ([/,«, m +
l , m ) ; a € R + , m £ IN, which admits a weakly continuous duality map. In particular, £ is an
Opial space. For any map U, F(U) will denote the set of fixed points of U. A mapping T : K —» K
will be said to satisfy condition (*) if F(T) ^ 0 and if there exists a real positive number \ such
that

( i - r s , ; ( * - « • ) ) > Ml*-ra:||2

for all i £ E, x* € F(T), where K is a nonempty subset of E.

We now prove the following theorems:

Theorem 1. Let A" be a nonempty closed convex subset of B and T : K —» K be a map
satisfying condition (•). Suppose (I— T) is demiclosed at 0 in K and that the sequence {inK£o
generated by (1) where

Am(m+

belongs to K. Then {xB}^0 converges weakly to an element of F{T).

Proof. Let z* £ F( T). Using (1), (3), (4) and Condition (*) we estimate |
Foru £ J I ( J D - * " ) ,

(4)

-x*| | as follows:

T*llm+1 + I a I rm+1IITT T llra+1

(5)

Condition (*) => \\xn - x"\\ > \\\xn - Txn\\ so that using this in inequality (5) we obtain:

IFTX-I —a; || < | | i n - i* | | r a + { 2"m _ ' i c">+ Hx«~^'Iallm —)

which simplifies to

^ - ( I ^ T T K n*--ra;«ir' <6>



Since c* > 0 and c™ < ( J T T ) " 1 V"(ro+1) for each nit follows from (6) that {||i^i - z*||}£,
is nonincreasing ans so \\n — x'\\ —> 6P as tj —* oo for some 8P > 0. Now, using the computations
above

H x . - r i . i

ar n ~+ oo.

The rest of the argument now follows exactly as in [6] to yield that {x»}™0 converges
weakly to ac\ For completeness, however, we give the details here. The sequence {xn}™0 is
clearly bounded. Thus, there exists a subsequence {x^ } " , of {xn}™[ which converges weakly
to a y*. Moreover, {Xt,}^ *s m K an<^ K ' s weakly closed (since it is closed and convex), so it
follows that y" G K. Furthermore, since x^ —Tx^ —» 0 andCI-T) is demiclosed at 0, it follows
that y' = Ty*, i.e., y* is a fixed point of T. Hence any weak cluster point of {in}!Si C if is a
fixed point of T. We claim {in}J£i C K has a unique weak cluster point. Suppose there exist two
distinct weak cluster points of {xn}™! sayqi and 52 and two subsequences {i,,}™] and{ i % }^ ,
such that {xn }™i converges weakly to gi and {x^}^ converges weakly to q%. Let x* e F(T)
Since E is a Opial space we have:

lim : lim I
i—*oo

hm

- - 92II = Umjta, - «ll < j ™ , l l ^ - ?ill

and this contradiction implies there exists exactly one cluster point x* of {iB }£, in K. Therefore,
all weakly convergent subsequences of x{xn}™,, have the same weak limit, x*. This clearly
implies {zn}£i converges weakly to x* as n -+ 00, and the theorem is proved.

D

Theorem 2. Let T be as in Theorem 1. If, in addition, there exists h £ K,h j 0 such that
u( x - Tx) < 0, u € J( h), for all x € K, then the sequence {zn}£i generated by (1), where c*
satisfies condition (4) converges strongly, for all suitable x0 £ K to a fixed point of T.

An application

Theorem 3. Let G : E —* E be a continuous linear map and / € G(E). Suppose zero is an
eigenvalue of G and that for u €

u{Gy)>\\\Gy\\2

for all jr 6 E, > > 0. Then the sequence {xn}™, generated by

I W 1 = X, -

5

where c satisfies condition (4), converges strongly, for all suitable 10 G if, to a solution of the

equation

Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is based on Theorem 1 and the proof of Theorem 3 is based on
Theorem 2. Both proofs are omitted since the arguments are the same as in [6J.

Remarks.

1. Hilbert spaces are of type (U, 1,2,1) and if we set a = m = 1 in Theorems 1,2 and
3, condition (4) reduces to

0 < o < c n < 6 < 2 X

which is exactly the condition of Maruster [10] for Hilbert spaces. Thus, Theorems 1,2 and 3
extend the corresponding theorems of [6] from Hilbert spaces to the more general Banach spaces
considered here.

2. Opial showed in [12] that no space Lp,p> 1, p =f 2, possesses a weakly continuous
duality map. It would , therefore, be interesting to have results similar to those of Theorems 1, 2
and 3 for Lp spaces p > 1, p ^ 2.
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